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Abstract

We consider a mode of an n�ary predicate symbol with respect to a
logic program� which meets the aim of logic programming and captures the
spirit of uni�cation as arguments passing mechanism� We prove that the
SLDNF�resolution which resolves a non�ground negative literal is complete
for an interesting class of logic programs using this mode� To obviously
do such a proof we do consider terms modulo variable renaming and map
a logic program with a goal to an allowed logic program with an allowed
goal� since it is well�known that the SLDNF�resolution is complete for the
class of allowed logic programs with allowed goals ���� The termination of
the SLDNF�resolution is studied using a sophisticated selection function
which only chooses those literals and clauses that are applicable in the
sense that using such literals and clauses the SLDNF�resolution would not
be in�nite� if a �nite SLDNF�resolution does exist�
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� Introduction

We assume throughout this paper that the reader is acquainted with the basic
notions of logic programming� If nothing else is noted� all notations used in the
following are borrowed from Apt in ��� or Lloyd in ����� We say logic program as
a short hand for normal respectively general logic program�

Advances in improving the class of logic programs which is complete using the
SLDNF�resolution have been made when considering the declaration of the con�
ventional input
output dependencies ���� ���� In addition� a permutation of the
literals occurring in a goal is always assumed� To �nd such a permutation is as
hard as to resolve the logic program with a goal� Hence� a good idea is to reduce
the problem of �nding a permutation to the case where the permutation is found
while resolving the logic program with a goal�

The assumption made when selecting a negative literal is strong and hence re�
stricts the class of logic programs which is complete using the SLDNF�resolution�
It is also observed that this assumption on the selection of a negative literal is
not used in the proof of the soundness of the SLDNF�resolution ����� Since the
de�nition of the SLDNF�resolution is top down ���� or �pseudo� bottom up ���
this assumption is necessary� Besides the observation mentioned above� we ob�
serve that there does exist negative literals containing variables� which do �nitely
failed� for example

� member�v� ���

with �� denoting an empty list or

� append�vs� ��jys�� ��� �� ����

Such examples are meaningful and correct as long as the SLDNF�resolution is
really de�ned bottom up and the universe of discourse does contain variables
modulo variable renamings�

Since logic programs are in general not augmented with an explicit respectively
an implicit notion of mode� some problems related with the improvement of the
e�ciency of the evaluation� the determination of the selection function and the
determination of su�cient conditions such that the evaluation might terminate
are not easy to solve without restricting the class of logic programs� In the other
hand� the absence of an explicit respectively an implicit notion of mode together
with the spirit of SLDNF�resolution and the spirit of uni�cation make a logic
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� Syntax and basic notions �

program more expressive than the same program formulated in an imperative or
a functional language� for example

append�x� y� z�

formulated as a logic program may also be used to determine all pairs �x� y� such
that the concatenation of x and y is z�

We suppose that a mode of an n�ary predicate symbol de�ned in a logic program
is inferred or is declared� We also consider a Herbrand universe which does
contain variables� Since the representation of a term containing variables is not
unique� we consider terms modulo variable renamings� We consider an extension
of the SLDNF�resolution with respect to a logic program� say P � which might be
characterized by the following two rules	

NaFF� if the body of each clause in P fails or A and the head of each clause in
P are not uni�able� then �A succeeds�

NaFF� if the body of some clause in P succeeds with the identity substitution
and A and the head of this clause are uni�able� then �A fails�

It is obvious that this extension of the SLDNF�resolution does include that in
����� Hence� the selection of a non�ground negative literal is allowed� We then
discuss the e�ect of mode on the evaluation and the determination of the selection
function for an interesting and relevant class of logic programs for which the
SLDNF�resolution is proven complete�

This paper is organized as follows	 in section � we brie�y �x the syntax of our
language and some notational conventions� Section � is concerned with the se�
mantics� In section � we de�ne an extended SLDNF�resolution which allows the
selection of non�ground negative literals� Section � brie�y considers mode� In
section � we discuss the completeness result using mode� We then in section �
discuss the de�nition of a selection function and state the main theorem of this
paper�

� Syntax and basic notions

We assume that our language for predicate logic is �xed in advance� and does
contain� for each n � � a countably in�nite set Fn of function symbols� for each
n � � a countably in�nite set Pn of n�ary predicate symbols� Let V be a count�
ably in�nite set of variables� In addition� our language has particular predicate
symbols� ���� for equality� and ����� for equality modulo variable renaming� the
set P

n�IN does not contain � and ���

Let the syntactic categories F of function symbols� PRED of n�ary predicate
symbols be given� TF �V of terms� FOR of formulae be de�ned as usual� Terms are
denoted by r� s� t� and atomic formulae by A�B� �� �� The falsehood � denotes a
formula that is false at all or �nitely failed� A literal is an atomic formula or a
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� Syntax and basic notions �

negated atomic formula� Literals are denoted by L� �� A program clause or clause
for short is a formula of the form

�� ��� � � � � �n�

where � is an atomic formula and also called the head� ��� � � � � �n are literals and
also called the body� and n � �� we write � � �� if n � �� Note that ��� in the
body stands for ���� A program goal or goal for short is a clause of the form

�� ��� � � � � �n

where n � �� we write � if n � �� If no confusion is feared� we also write a goal in
the form ��� � � � � �n� A logic program or program for short is a �nite set of clauses�
Instead of considering a logic program to be a set of clauses we let it be the union
of the de�nitions of predicate symbols� where the de�nition of an n�ary predicate
symbol is a set of clauses such that this n�ary predicate symbol does occur in the
head of each clause of this set�

By an expression we mean a term or a formula� Let vars�E� be the set of variables
occurring in the expression E� �E denotes the universal closure of E� and 	E
the existential closure of E�

A substitution � is a function from the set of variables to the set of terms� dom���
denotes the domain of the substitutions �� its range is denoted by ran���� and �j�

V

denotes its restriction to the set of variables V �

The application of a substitution to an expression and the relation more general
than between substitutions is de�ned in the usual way� A substitution � is an
uni�er of expressions E and F if E� � F�� and is amost general uni�er � in short	
mgu� of E and F if it is an uni�er which is more general than all other uni�ers
of E and F � We assume in the following that the properties of substitutions are
stated as in ����� In particular�

�i� if � � mgu���� ��� is idempotent� then

vars��� 
 vars���� � vars�����

�ii� if � is idempotent�

� � mgu���� ���� and vars���� � �vars����� � dom���� � �

then �� is idempotent�

A clause is allowed i� every variable occurring in this clause does occur in at
least one positive literal in the body of that clause� A program is allowed i� each
clause of that program is�

We suppose that our language of discourse has su�ciently many terms� One get
su�ciently many terms when assuming as in ��� �� an in�nite universal language
in which all programs and goals occur�

Let P be a program and PRED�P � be the set of all predicate symbols occurring
in P� Assume the relation �depend on � denoted by w� be de�ned on the set
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� Semantics �

PRED�P � as by Kunen in ���� The relation w de�nes an equivalence relation
on PRED�P �� We denote by � the transitive and irre�exive relation w� Hence�
PRED�P � �

Sk
j�� PRED�Pj�� where PRED�Pj� is an equivalence class�

Let us for simplicity write �x for x�� � � � � xn with n � � and write 	 ��x � for an
expression 	 with all its actual variables among �x� Let in the sequel u stands for
a term t such that vars�t� � � v stands for a term t which is a variable and s
stands for a term of the form f�t� such that vars�f�t�� �� � Let ! or " or #
be a short hand for ��� � � � � �n with n � �� and � be a new logical symbol which
denotes ��nitely failed and acts like ��

��� Partial completion of logic programs

Following J�ager in ��� and St�ark in ���� we form the partially completed program�
which consists of the Clark�s Equational Theory �CET for short� and a partially
completed de�nition of each n�ary predicate symbol� Let $q be a new n�ary predi�
cate symbol� whenever q is an n�ary predicate symbol belonging to PRED� Then
consider in the sequel the language

$L � L � f$q j q � PREDg�

A formula of the form q��t � is a positive literal and a formula of the form $q��t � is
a negative literal� Note that for formulae � is in general not �� If � is a literal
of the form q��t �� then �� is $q��t �� If � is a literal of the form $q��t �� then �� is
q��t �� The partially completed de�nition of each n�ary predicate symbol is brie�y
obtained as follows	 let the de�nition of an n�ary predicate symbol q consists of
m clauses of the form q��t �� ! and x�� � � � � xn be new variables� We write

q��ti �� �� � � � � � �k�i�

to refer to the i�th clause � � i � m� Let us write mgu�E� F � as a shorthand for
E and F are uni�able and �mgu�E� F � as a shorthand for the uni�cation of E
with F fails �nitely� Then the partially completed de�nition of q is

q��x ��
m�

i��

�mgu��x� �ti� �
k�i��

l��

�l� ���

$q��x ��
m�

i��

��mgu��x� �ti� �
k�i��

l��

��l�� ���

Let P� resp� $P� be a short hand for ��� resp� ��� in the sequel and P be a
program� Then we denote the partial completion of the program P by pcomp�P ��

� Semantics

Let IB be the set of boolean values� A structure I for the language consists
of a nonempty set� the domain of discourse D� together with an assignment of
a semantic object on D for each of the function symbols and for each of the
predicate symbols of the language�
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� Semantics 	

� I��� is the true identity�

� I���� is the true identity modulo variable renaming�

� Whenever f is an n�ary function symbol with n � �� I�f� is a function
from Dn into D� if n � �� then I�f� � D�

� Whenever q is an n�ary predicate symbol other than ��� or ���� with n �
�� I�q� is a function from Dn into IB� if n � �� then I�q� � IB�

If 	 ��x � is a term� then we de�ne I�	�	Dn � D in the obvious way� Likewise� if

��x � is a formula� then we de�ne I�
�	Dn � IB in the obvious way�

Let the Clark�s Equational Theory� CET for short� be the equational axioms of
the completed program� Note that CET does not depend on a program� We only
do consider structures which satisfy CET� Such structures are characterized by
the following three conditions	

cet� I�f� is an injective function for each n�ary function symbol with n � ��

cet� I�f� and I�g� have disjoint ranges whenever f and g are distinct function
symbols�

cet� whenever xi actually occurs in the term 	 ��x � and s�� � � � � sn � D� it holds
si �� I�	���s ��

The basic idea for the de�nition of our notion of Herbrand interpretation is to
allow variables as elements in the domain of discourse� A term containing vari�
ables represents a set of elements whose structure is partially determined� Since
in TF �V there are di�erent terms that represent the same set� for example f�x� y�
and f�v� w�� it is adequate to consider TF �V modulo variable renaming� We de�ne
on TF �V an equivalence relation �� as follows	 t �� r i� there exist variable renam�
ings � and � such that t � r� and r � t�� Let TF �V��� be the set of equivalence
classes of TF �V with respect to the equivalence relation ��� Assume t � TF �V and
r � TF �V � Then the relation � on TF �V such that t � r if and only if there exists a
substitution � such that r �� t� holds de�nes a partial order on TF �V � It is obvious
that the order � on TF �V induces an order relation � on TF �V����

A Herbrand structure His a structure whose domain of discourse is the quotient
set TF �V���� The structure I is a model of the completed program i� all the
sentences of the completed program have truth value true in I� A Herbrand base
B is the set all formulae q��t �� where q � PRED and �t � �TF �V�

n���� It is obvious
that the order � on TF �V��� induces an order relation � on B� Usually the notion
of truth coincides with the one of being an element of� Herbrand interpretations
are subsets of the Herbrand base� Since our Herbrand base does contain variables�
this notion of truth is no longer correct� With respect to the ordering � on TF �V

and hence on TF �V��� two de�nitions of the notion of truth arise	

truth� a formula q��t � with q � PRED is true if there exists a formula q��s � such
that q��s � is already true and q��s � � q��t � holds�
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� A bottom up de�nition of an extended SLDNF�resolution �

truth� a formula q��t � with q � PRED is true if there exists a variable renaming
� such that q��t �� is already true �

It is evident that the notion of truth with respect to truth� is more general
than the notion of truth with respect to truth�� A detail discussion of these
two notions of truth with respect to a domain of discourse containing variables is
given in ���� We are interested in applying an appropriate kind of these notions
of truth to logic programming with negation� Without loss of generality� we do
consider in the following the notion of truth according to truth��

We now de�ne the model relation j� on a structure M� We write �j� for the
negation of j�� Let jMj denote the domain of discourse of the structure M� We
de�ne M j� 
 inductively on the structure of the formula 
 as follows	

M j� �� ���

M �j�� � ���

M j� R�t�� � � � � tn�
def
�� � t��� � � � � tn� � � jMjn for some � � R� ���

M j��R�t�� � � � � tn�
def
�� � t��� � � � � tn� � �� jMjn for all � � R� ���

M j� �
� �
def
�� if M j� 
� then M j� � ���

M j� �
 � �
def
�� M j� 
 and M j� � ���

M j� �
 � �
def
�� M j� 
 or M j� � ���

M j� ��x
�
def
�� �t � jMj it holds M j� 
f t�x g� ����

M j��

def
�� M �j� 
� ����

Let 
 be a formula� T be a theory and U be a structure� Then we write U j� �

if �
 is true in the structure U � and T � 
 if 
 is derivable from T using the
rules of classical �rst order predicate calculus with equality� Even if the domain
of discourse of our model does contain variables which naturally simulate in�nite
elements� the following result is similar to theorem ��� in ����

Theorem ��� Let P be a program and # be a goal� pcomp�P � � # if and only if
pcomp�P � has a model U such that U j� �#�

Proof �� 	 by induction on the de�nition of j��

�� 	 The construction of the model is based on the construction of an universal
search structure and the used of the well�known K�onig�s lemma� �

� A bottom up de�nition of an extended

SLDNF�resolution

Our aim in this section and with this extended de�nition is to eliminate the
restrictive condition that a selected negative literal has to be closed in the well�
known de�nition of the SLDNF�resolution as given in ��� �� ��� ���� Since this
restrictive condition is not used in the proof of the soundness of the so de�ned
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� A bottom up de�nition of an extended SLDNF�resolution 


SLDNF�resolution� St�ark in ���� and Schwichtenberg in ���� have suggested to
eliminate it� We argue that the elimination of this restrictive condition is best
done by a really bottom up de�nition of the SLDNF�resolution� Note that the
de�nition of the SLDNF�resolution given by Kunen in ��� is not really a bottom
up de�nition� Let # � " � � be a goal� � be a selected literal and � � ! be a
clause such that the predicate symbol occurring in � does also occur in �� In the
de�nition of Kunen it is said that # holds if �"�!�mgu��� �� does� This cannot
be bottom up at all because of the subgoal "� When the SLDNF�resolution is
de�ned bottom up� that means the goal "�� holds if " and � already hold� the
elimination of this restrictive condition is obvious and natural�

Let P be a logic program� Like Kunen in ��� we de�ne Q�P � the set of all
goals with respect to P and RES�P � the set of all pairs �#� �j�vars����� where
# � Q�P � and �j�vars��� is a substitution acting on the variables occurring in
#� Let furthermore N�P � 
 Q�P � be the set of all goals which fail� Since
N�P � and RES�P � are related� we de�ne the two subsets R�P � and F�P � by
simultaneous induction� F�P � is a subset of N�P � of those goals that �nitely fail�
R�P � is a subset of RES�P � obtainable by SLDNF� We assume in the following
simultaneous inductive de�nition that �� � !� � P is a variant of a clause and
that mgu��� �� also denotes the fact that � and � are not uni�able as well� In
case � and � are not uni�able it holds !mgu��� �� ��� We write in the following
"R�P �� for �"� �� � R�P �� Then R�P � and F�P � are the least sets that satisfy
the following closure properties	

�R�� �R�P ���

�F�� �� F�P ��

�R�� If "R�P ��� � is a positive literal� �� � !� � P�� � � mgu��� ��� and
!�R�P ��� then �" � ��R�P �����

�R�� If "R�P ��� � is a negative literal and for each �� � !� � $P� it holds that
�!mgu��� ��� � F�P �� then �" � ��R�P ���

�F�� If ��"� �� � RES�P �� � is a negative literal and for each �� � !� � $P� it
holds that �!mgu��� ��� � F�P �� then ��" � �� � F�P ��

�F�� If ��"� �� � RES�P �� � is a positive literal and for some �� � !� � P� it
holds that !mgu��� ���R�P �� with mgu��� ���� a variable renaming of ��
then ��" � �� � F�P ��

Even if our de�nition of the SLDNF�resolution is somewhat di�erent from the
usually well�known one like ���� the soundness is straightforward and is obviously
proven by simultaneous induction on the de�nition of R�P � and F�P � and using
Lemma ��� below� cf� also Ntienjem in �����

Theorem ��� �Soundness Let P be a program� # be a goal and � be a substi�
tution�

�i� If #R�P ��� then pcomp�P � � #��
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� A bottom up de�nition of an extended SLDNF�resolution �

�ii� If # � F�P �� then pcomp�P � ��#�

To elegantly prove the completeness we consider two sets Y�P � and N�P �� which
we de�ne by simultaneous induction� We �rst of all generalize the de�nition of
R�P � and F�P �� This generalisation leads to the set Y�P � 
 RES�P � which is
the set of all pairs �#� �j�vars���� such that #� is true and to the set N�P � 
 Q�P �
which is the set of all goals which fails� The de�nition of the sets Y�P � and
N�P � is similar to that of YES�P � and NO�P � given by Buchholz in ��� and
St�ark in ����� The sets Y�P � and N�P � are the least sets which are closed under
the following rules	

�Y�� ��� �� � Y�P ��

�N�� �� N�P ��

�Y�� If �"� �� � Y�P �� � is a positive literal� �� � !� � P�� � is a substitution
such that �� �� ����� and �!� ��� � Y�P �� then �" � �� ���� � Y�P ��

�Y�� If �"� �� � Y�P �� � is a negative literal� for all clauses �� � !� � $P� �
for all substitutions � and � it holds �� �� ����� and �!� � N�P �� then
�" � �� �� � Y�P ��

�N�� If ��"� �� � RES�P �� � is a negative literal� for all clauses �� � !� � $P��
for all substitutions � and � it holds �� �� ��� and � !� � N�P �� then
��" � �� � N�P ��

�N�� If ��"� �� � RES�P �� � is a positive literal� for some clause �� � !� � P��
for some substitutions � and � it holds �� �� ��� and �!� ��� � Y�P �� then
��" � �� � N�P ��

The following Lemma shows the relation between the sets R�P ��F�P � and
Y�P ��N�P � when considering a goal # with respect to a program P � This Lemma
is proven by simultaneous induction on the de�nition of R�P � and F�P ��

Lemma ��� Let P be a program� # be a goal and � be a substitution�

�i� If #R�P ��� then #� � Y�P ��

�ii� If # � F�P �� then # � N�P ��

We �rst discuss an useful property of the sets Y�P � and N�P �� Since it holds
that R�P � 
 Y�P � and F�P � 
 N�P � the following lemma is a generalization of
lemma when considering the sets Y�P � and N�P ��

Lemma ��� The sets Y�P � and N�P � are closed under substitutions�

Proof by simultaneous induction on the de�nition of Y�P � and N�P �� Cf�
Ntienjem in ���� �

It is now interesting to look at the converse of �i� and �ii� in Lemma ��� for an
interesting and practical class of programs� To reach this objective� we better
consider the notion of mode in logic programming with negation�
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� Mode in logic programs ��

� Mode in logic programs

Our aim is to use a mode of an n�ary predicate symbol de�ned in a program
to determine the selection function� to guide the SLDNF�resolution not to be
in�nite whenever the SLDNF�resolution would be in�nite in some case� and to
prove the completeness of the SLDNF�resolution for a relevant and interesting
class of programs�

The mode is in general useful to both the compiler� for optimization� and the
programmer� to help when verifying the correctness of the program� A mode
of an n�ary predicate symbol de�ned in a program is a possible n�tuple of the
instantiation of arguments of that predicate symbol in term of some domain� An
element of such a domain says something about the degree of instantiation of
an argument of an n�ary predicate symbol� Let us denote in the sequel such a
domain by M �

In the context of imperative or functional languages� such a domain is the setM �
f input� output g� Note that in imperative or functional languages arguments are
passed by pattern matching and a program is evaluated with respect to some
�xed order of evaluation� Hence� a mode of an n�ary predicate symbol might be
prescribed� that is declared� In this case a mode of an n�ary predicate symbol says
how the arguments of this predicate symbol has to be according to the underlying
domain M when this predicate symbol occurs and is selected in a goal�

In the context of logic programming languages� arguments are passed using
the uni�cation instead of pattern matching and a program is evaluated by the
SLDNF�resolution which has no order of evaluation �xed in advance� Because of
the uni�cation partially instantiated terms are obvious and it is reasonable to say
closed term instead of input term� Hence� it is not a good idea if a mode of an
n�ary predicate symbol is prescribed� To keep the spirit of uni�cation and that
of SLDNF�resolution� logic programming languages are not augmented with the
notion of mode� But a mode of an n�ary predicate symbol may be inferred from a
logic program if it is said that a mode of an n�ary predicate symbol says how the
arguments of this predicate symbol are instantiated according to the underlying
domain M when this predicate symbol occurs and is selected in a goal�

Let us �rst of all �nd an adequate domain M for logic programming languages�
Logic languages do allow partially instantiated terms as arguments� Hence� we
classify arguments� that is terms� according to the degree of how they are instanti�
ated� That is M � fclosed� partially instantiated� variableg� Since modes in logic
programs have been discussed by many researchers� the domainM for mode pur�
pose is not unique� Warren in ���� uses the set f%��� &g� where �%� �� & denotes
respectively bound� unbound� and unknown� Stroetmann in ���� uses f%��g�
St�ark in ���� uses f in� out� normal g where �in� out� normal stands respectively
for input� output and normal�logical� argument� Debray in ��� and Debray and
Warren in ��� use the set fc� d� e� f� nvg where �c� d� e� f� nv denotes respectively
the set of closed terms� the set of don�t know terms� the empty set of terms� the
set of uninstantiated variables and the set of non variable terms�

Let t be a term� Then the term resulting from the replacement of any constant
term occurring in t by a symbolic closed term is called an abstract term� That
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means� the real value of a constant term is not relevant for the purpose of mode
determination� A substitution � � f t�v g is an abstract substitution if the term t
is an abstract term� A program P is an abstract program if every term occurring
in P is an abstract term� We de�ne in the same way an abstract literal� an abstract
clause and an abstract goal�

A mode of an n�ary predicate symbol may then be automatically inferred or
declared by the programmer� We say an inferred mode respectively a declared
mode if a mode is inferred respectively declared� We simply say mode of an n�ary
predicate symbol if the kind of mode of that predicate symbol is not relevant�
Interesting is the inference of a mode of an n�ary predicate symbol with respect
to a program� To automatically infer a mode of an n�ary predicate symbol with
respect to a program� one need �i� an abstract uni�cation as a transformation on
abstract terms which is a little di�erent from the well�known uni�cation of terms�
�ii� a terminating SLD�like resolution of an abstract program with an abstract
goal since an inferred mode of an n�ary predicate symbol is a consequence of
the abstract program� Since the negation of a literal does not a�ect the mode
of the n�ary predicate symbol occurring in that literal� an SLD�like resolution is
right� Such SLD�like resolution has to be terminating� since it is executed while
compiling a program or just before running a program with a goal� Let us denote
in the sequel the most general uni�cator of two abstract terms by a�mgu�

We will either investigate the automatic inference of mode of n�ary prerdicate
symbols with respect to a program or consider the declaration of the mode by the
programmer since doing that we go out of the scope of this paper� A discussion of
the automatic inference of inferred mode of n�ary prerdicate symbols with respect
to a program is given in ����� Note that the declaration of a mode of an n�ary
predicate symbol with respect to a program is simple but does su�er from the
fact that

�i� a partially instantiated term cannot be correctly declared� especially when
repeated variables do occur in the head of a clause of the de�nition of an
n�ary predicate symbol � see for example append��

�ii� all possible n�tuples of modes of an n�ary predicate symbol� this is kn where
k is the number of elements of the domain M � have to be declared if the
aim of logic programming is of interest�

Let us in the sequel write � for a literal and mean the n�ary predicate symbol
occurring in the literal � as well� In the context of mode we then write M��� to
denote the mode of the n�ary predicate symbol occurring in the literal �� In the
sequel we simply suppose an inferred respectively a declared mode of an n�ary
predicate symbol occurring in a program be given�

� Completeness result for goal moded programs

Let a clause of a program be given� Then a variable occurring only in the head
of the clause is called a head variable� we denote the set of the head variables of
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a clause � by hvars���� Let # � ��� � � � � �n be a goal and

M�#� � f M����� � � � �M��n� g

be the set of modes of the predicate symbols occurring in the goal #� whereM��i�
is a mode of the predicate symbol occurring in the literal �i with � � i � n� We
write for simplicity xM��� to denote that the mode of x underM��� is an element
of f closed� variable� partially instantiated g�

Let ���t � be a literal� M��� be a mode of ���t � with

dom�M���� � fx�� � � � � xng�

Since M��� is an abstract substitution we write it in the form

fr��x�� � � � � rn�xng�

Then we write ���t � � ���x ��� where

� � f t��x�� � � � � tn�xn g�

we also write ���t �M��� � ���x ��� where

� � a�mgu�f ht��� r�i� � � � � ht
�

n� rni g

with t�i an abstract term of the term ti for � � i � n� We write simply #M�#�
for

f ��M����� � � � � �nM��n� g

whenever a goal # is of the form �� ��� � � � � �n and M�#� is a set of modes of #�

The set of closed variables of � is

cvars��� � f x j x � vars��� � xM��� � closed g�

The set of variables of � is

ovars��� � f x j x � vars��� � xM��� �� closed g�

The following Lemma follows immediately from the de�nition of the sets cvars���
and ovars����

Lemma 	�� Let � � �� ��� � � � � �n be a clause� # � " � � be a goal� M��� be
a mode of � and � � a�mgu��� ��� Then for � � i � n it holds

cvars��i� � f x j x � vars��i� � x � cvars���� g �

f x j x � vars��i�� � xM��i� � closed g� ����

ovars��i� � vars��i� n cvars��i�� ����

From this Lemma we have

cvars��� � cvars��� �
n�

i��

cvars��i� and ovars��� � ovars��� �
n�

i��

ovars��i��
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where � � �� ��� � � � � �n is a clause�

A program containing head variables is not allowed� Since it is well�known that
allowed programs are complete ���� we map an arbitrary program using mode to
allowed program� The completeness of a goal moded programs is then straight�
forward�

A goal # is allowed with respect to M�#� if #M�#� is allowed�

De�nition 	�� Let � be a literal� � � � � ! be a clause� M��� and � �
mgu��� �� be given� The clause � is then allowed with respect to M��� if it holds
that either

�i� hvars��� � ovars��� �  and !� is allowed with respect to M�!�� or

�ii� hvars��� � ovars��� ��  and �
S
L�� PRED�PL�� � PRED�P�� and !� is

allowed with respect to M�!���

The de�nition P� is allowed with respect to M��� if each clause occurring in P�

is allowed with respect to M����

In the above de�nition � means proper subset and not simply subset� It follows
from �i� in this de�nition that every allowed program is allowed with respect to
any mode�

Since the selection function we are determining �nds an ordering of the literals
occurring in a goal� the SLDNF�resolution may terminate provided the program
does� Hence� we do not discuss the �ow dependency of the variables occurring in
a goal�

De�nition 	�� Let P be a program� # � ��� � � � � �n be a goal� M�#� be a set of
modes of #� We say that # is strong resolvable if for each literal �i the de�nition
P�i of the predicate symbol occurring in this literal is allowed with respect toM��i�
for � � i � n�

Suppose the goal # is not empty� that is # �� �� If no literal does exist such that
the de�nition of that literal is allowed with respect to a mode of that literal� then
# is strong non�resolvable�

Lemma 	�� Let P be a program and # be a goal�

�i� If # � �� then # is strong resolvable�

�ii� If # is strong resolvable and � is a substitution� then #� is strong resolvable�

�iii� If # is strong resolvable and � is a positive literal such that for some clause
� � � � ! it holds that !mgu��� �� is strong resolvable� then # � � is
strong resolvable�

�iv� If # is strong resolvable and � is a negative literal such that for all clauses
� � � � ! it holds that !mgu��� �� is strong resolvable� then # � � is
strong resolvable�
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Proof �ii� by induction on the de�nition of R�P � and F�P �� �i� and �iii� and
�iv� by induction on the structure of a goal� �

Since the de�nition of each literal occurring in a goal has to be allowed with
respect to a mode of that literal� de�nition ��� is very restrictive to be applied in
practice� Considering the sample program append it is clear that this program is
strong resolvable with a goal having a mode

�u�xs� u�ys� v�zs� or �v�xs� v��ys� u�zs��

and strong non�resolvable with a goal having a mode

�v�xs� u�ys� v��zs� or �v�xs� s�ys� v��zs��

Hence� we weaken de�nition ��� such that the allowedness of the whole de�nition
of a literal occurring in a goal is anymore assumed� whenever that literal is
positive�

De�nition 	�� Let P be a program� # � ��� � � � � �n be a goal� M�#� be a set of
modes of #� We say that # is resolvable if either

�i� for each positive literal �i there exists a clause � which is allowed with
respect to M��i� for � � i � n or

�ii� for each negative literal �i the de�nition P�i of the predicate symbol occur�
ring in this literal is allowed with respect to M��i� for � � i � n�

If for all � � i � n neither �i� nor �ii� holds� then # is non�resolvable� Note that
Lemma ��� also holds in the context of resolvable goals if strong resolvable in that
Lemma is replaced by resolvable� Reconsidering the sample program append it
is clear that this program is resolvable with a goal having any mode� for a mode

�v�xs� s�ys� v��zs��

the clause
append��xjxs�� ys� �xjzs��� append�xs� ys� zs�

is not allowed� It is obvious that any strong resolvable goal is also resolvable� We
now formulate the converse of lemma ����

Lemma 	�� Let P be a program� # be a resolvable goal and � be a substitution�

�i� If #� � Y�P �� then #R�P ��� for some substitution ��

�ii� If # � N�P �� then # � F�P ��

Proof by simultaneous induction on the de�nition of Y�P � and N�P �� �
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� Determination of an admissible selection

function

The determination of an admissible selection function is not widely discussed
in the literature� In most cases it is supposed that a selection function ex�
ists� When implementing the SLDNF�resolution the samplest selection function�
namely choice of the �rst literal in the list� is used and clauses are chosen accord�
ing to the order in which they are declared� Note that reordering the list does
not meet the objective of SLDNF�resolution and furthermore the reordering of
the list required that the literal which is next to be selected be known in advance
if it is not assumed that the user has to care of the order of the literals in a goal�
We say selection function� but it is really a selection map or application� since it
may be the case that for example two literals have the same image�

��� A measure function and an admissible selection func�

tion

To reach our aim� we �rst of all de�ne a measure function � from a set of goals
into IN�IN as follows	

� 	 # ��� IN�IN
� �� hjcvars���j� jovars���ji

where jM j is the cardinality of the set M � It is well�known that �IN�IN��� is
well�founded� then the minimal element� the greatest lower bound respectively
least upper bound are well�known as well�

A literal � is now selected if the image ���� is a minimal element with respect to
�� It may be the case that for a goal the number of minimal elements with respect
to � is greater than one� Since this situation may frequently occur� some further
considerations besides the measure function are needed to permit an admissible
selection�

��� An admissible selection function

The measure function is required� but it does not su�ce for a reasonable selection
which lets the SLDNF�resolution terminate� Two methods will be useful to reach
the aim of making the SLDNF�resolution terminate while using an admissible
selection function� The idea is to only consider those literals which are resolvable
in the sense of section ��

De�nition ��� Let # be a goal� � � # be a literal and M��� be an instantiated
mode of �� The literal � is strong admissible if

�i� ���� is minimal and

�ii� the de�nition of the predicate symbol occurring in that literal is allowed with
respect to M����
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This de�nition is still restrictive for an interesting class of programs� Let us next
weaken it to get a somewhat relevant class of programs�

De�nition ��� Let # be a goal� � � # be a literal and M��� be an instantiated
mode of �� The literal � is admissible if

�i� ���� is minimal and either

�ii� � is a positive literal and there exists a clause which is allowed with respect
to M��� or � is a negative literal and the de�nition of the predicate symbol
occurring in that literal is allowed with respect to M����

Lemma ��� If a literal occurring in a goal is strong admissible� then that literal
is also admissible�

Theorem ��� �Completeness Let P be a program� # be a goal and � be a
substitution� Suppose that the goal # is resolvable�

�i� If pcomp�P � � #�� then #R�P ���

�ii� If pcomp�P � ��#� then # � F�P ��

Proof follows with Lemma ��� together with theorem ���� �

Let us consider the programs plus� times and factorial� s denotes the suc�
cessor function� Our de�nition of these predicate symbols is a little di�erent from
that de�ned in ���� pages ������ This formulation ensures the termination of the
SLDNF�resolution of this program with any goal� when the selection is de�ned
as above�

C� 	 plus��� y� y� � �
C� 	 plus�s�x�� �� s�x�� � �
C� 	 plus�s�x�� s�y�� s�z�� � plus�x� s�y�� z�
C� 	 times��� y� �� �
C	 	 times�s�x�� �� �� �
C
 	 times�s�x�� s�y�� s�z�� � times�x� s�y�� w�� plus�s�y�� w� s�z��
C� 	 factorial��� s���� �
C� 	 factorial�s�x�� s�z�� � factorial�x� y�� times�s�x�� y� s�z��

Then considering this program with the goal

# ����factorial�v� s�s�s����� �

we have #R�P ��� To prove this fact let sn��� denotes s�s�� � � �s���� � � ���� �z �
n�times

� For

any n � � it holds that " � plus�v� w� sn���� is resolvable with M�"� �
fv�x� w�y� sn����zg since Pplus is allowed with respect to M�"�� This fact also

holds for any goal " � plus�t�� t�� t�� such that ti is s
n��� for � � i � �� A

similar conclusion is made for the goals

times�t�� t�� t�� and factorial�t�� t���
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Hence�
times�t�� t�� t�� � plus�t�� t�� t

�

��

is resolvable and also

factorial�t��� t�� � times�t�� t�� t��

with t� � sn����

Let us consider the well known program append�

C� 	 append���� y� y� � �
C� 	 append��xjxs�� ys� �xjzs��� � � append�xs� ys� zs� �

One prove in the same way as above that the example goal

���append�vs� ��jys�� ��� �� ���

given in the introduction is resolvable� Therefore� it holds that

�append�vs� ��jys�� ��� �� ���R�P ���

	 Conclusion and future works

Putting all together� the domain of discourse which contains variables modulo
renaming� a mode of an n�ary predicate symbol with respect to a logic program
which captures the spirit of the uni�cation when passing the arguments� an ex�
tended SLDNF�resolution which does select non�ground negative literals� and an
admissible selection function� an interesting and practical and relevant class of
logic programs is then de�ned and its theoretical background proven�

The partial completion of a program does not simply meet the way the SLDNF�
resolution handles negative literals� Since the problem of inconsistency of the
program completion has already been solved by J�ager in ��� and St�ark in �����
future works may be investigated on a program completion which is consistent
and does meet the way the SLDNF�resolution handles negative literals�
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